The following items were examined and processed for the presence of identifiable finger and/or palm prints:

Item A - one 1998 blue four door "Toyota RAV4"
V.I.N. JT3HP10V5X7113044
Item A15 - front drivers side blinker light
Item A16 - one lug wrench
Item A17 - one "Sunbelt" crunchy granola bar wrapper
Item A18 - one garage door opener wrapped in duct tape
Item A19 - one bottle of "Aquafina" water
Item A20 - one black plastic CD carrying case
Item A21 - one empty bottle of "Aquafina" water
Item A22 - one partially full bottle of Aquafina water
Item A24 - one vinyl wheel cover from spare tire
Item A25 - eight (8) latent lifts
Item AJ - one "RAV4" license plate with an "06" sticker
Item AK - one "RAV4" license plate

Latent prints, which are suitable for identification purposes, were observed and developed on items A, A17, A19, A20 and A22. These latent prints were compared with the inked fingerprints and palm prints on the following standard inked fingerprint and palm print cards bearing the names:
Item AS - "Steven A. Avery"
Item AT - "Steven A. Avery" (fingerprints only)
Item AU - "Steven A. Avery" (right palm print)
Item AV - "Steven A. Avery" (left palm print)
"Steven Allen Avery Sr." Wisconsin S.I.D. # 161920
Item AZ - "Allan K. Avery" (fingerprints)
Item BA - "Allan K. Avery" (palm prints)
Item BT - "Bryan J. Dessey"
Item BV - "Charles E. Avery"
Item BW - "Earl K. Avery"
Item BX - "Bobby A. Dassey"
Item CZ - "Dolores A. Avery"
Item DA - "Barbara E. Janda"
Item DB - "Scott A. Bloedorn"

No identifications were effected.

Photographs of the latent prints will be retained on file pending any further comparisons you may request.